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The new IBM-PC slide system and a 
35-mm SLR camera reportedly can 
freeze what is seen on an IBM-PC 
monitor with a button. The slide sys
tem's design positions the camera to 
the proper distance from the monitor, 
automatically insuring sharp focus 
while framing the complete screen, the 
manufacturer states. The system pre-
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vents ambient light from striking the 
monitClr causing unwanted reflections. 
Zenex Incorporated. 114 

ROTAR~ ENCODER 

The Model 35 optical-rotary encoder 
is a stainless-steel housing and dual
read optical structure combined to off
set the effects of thermal expansion of 
bearing structure components while 
negating disk-eccentricity error. The 
model can provide sinewave, square
wave, or pulse output circuitry with 
internal-direction decoding, the manu
facturer reports. Dynamic8 Research 
Corporation. 90 

TERMINAL EMULATOR 

An upgraded version of the 3278 
display-station emulator has been deo 
signed to run on the HP 9000 Series 
200 and 300 engineering workstations 
with the Pascal 3.1 operating system. 
The new emulator (HP 50955A) replaces 
HP 98695A 3270 coax interface card 
and HP 98795A 3278 emulator soft
ware, which runs with Pascal 2.1. The 
Pascal 3.1-based version provides bi
directional file-transfer capability for 
IBM virtual.memory/conversational 
monitor system and the multiple virtual
storage/time·sharing option operating 
systems, as weil as the emulation of an 
IBM 3278 display station. Hewlett 
Packard. 64 

For more information regarding these pro· 
ducts, circ/e number on Reader Information 
Card. 
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